Choose your destination.

Give to The Mount Holyoke Fund and make an **immediate difference** where it matters most to you.

Your gift. Your choice.

Direct your annual gift to one of the ten areas below. Your Gift. Your Choice. Your opportunity to make a difference where it matters most to you.

**Academic Enrichment**
Enhance our students' classroom experience by providing support for academic departments, curriculum development, instructional programs, and the academic centers.

**Athletics and Physical Fitness**
Support the athletic and recreational activities that our students value and depend on—for health, personal growth, a balanced life, and leadership opportunities.

**Campus Preservation and Beautification**
Assist in maintaining and preserving our historic buildings and grounds, and help protect the natural characteristics of our beautiful campus.

**Faculty Support**
Help Mount Holyoke attract and retain excellent professors, and maintain a student-to-faculty ratio of 9 to 1 (thus keeping classes small).

**Library and Archives**
Ensure the preservation and advancement of our premier research library, special collections and historic archives.

**The Lynk**
Empower students by supporting The Lynk, Mount Holyoke's signature approach that connects curriculum to career and provides tools for lifelong success.

**Student Life**
Support the myriad activities that enrich student life outside of the classroom—including student-run clubs and organizations, residence hall programs and M & Cs!

**Student Scholarship Aid**
Honor the College's long tradition of providing scholarship aid to exceptional students from all economic circumstances.

A gift of $10,000 or more can be directed to **The Mount Holyoke Fund Scholars Program**, providing a one-year named scholarship to a student with demonstrated need.

**Sustainability/Green Mount Holyoke**
Support a variety of projects that address this increasingly important priority, including energy-efficient vehicles, campuswide recycling, composting food waste, sophisticated energy control and more.

**Technology and Teaching Tools**
Help to provide and maintain the laboratory equipment, computers, software, and mediated classrooms that augment the academic pursuits of our students and faculty.

You may also choose to direct your gift to **wherever Mount Holyoke needs it most**, which provides the flexibility to support the College’s most critical, immediate needs.

Learn more about ways to designate your gift at: mtholyoke.edu/go/destination